Abstract-EEG recording involves having subjects sit on a chair for a couple of hours without being allowed to move and being asked to repeatedly perform various mental, computational, motor imaginary or any other tasks for some specific amount of time. This is a time consuming, boring and complicated procedure during which there is no guarantee that the subject will maintain the proper level of concentration on the requested task at all times, this is apart from the possible muscle activity that might be accidentally generated. This might cause complications in terms of generating signals that do not necessarily contain useful information for classification in the whole tasks time duration. This effect is more likely to appear on recordings in which the task period is longer than usual as in the dataset IVa from BCI competition III in which the task time duration is set to 3.5s. This study investigate the impact of various fragments of time on classification performance. The idea is to improve the classification performance by providing higher concentration on segments of the signal that we assume the subject had better concentration on the task. The results indicate the importance of the middle and end sub-epochs while it illustrate lower performance during the earlier sub-windows.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography is a brain imaging/recording technique. Electroencephalogram (EEG) is the recorded signal from the subject's scalp that reflects potential variation of surface and originated from the cortex. The EEG recording is procedure includes using some electrodes placed on the scalp. The recording happens by measuring voltage variations of two points in each electrode. The recording procedure is timeconsuming, tedious and challenging and there is no guarantee that the desired state of mind will be reached and it would be maintained for the duration of the task period. This can be one of the possible reasons of poor performance by some subjects ( referred to as weak subjects). Similar possibility can be considered for other subjects referred to as strong whose recordings result in proper classification performance. In addition to subject's familiarity with the EEG recording procedure, this can be also due to the ability of reaching the desired state in early stages and maintain the state for the task's duration. This is with the consideration of the role of the environmental conditions, the recording procedure 1 and the equipment condition. In addition to the suggested complexities caused by environmental, equipment or recording procedure, subjects also introduce additional source of ambiguity to the signal. Examples of this can be as cases where a subject is simply not capable of performing a particular task in a reliable level while he/she shows consistent performance in other tasks or cases where different subjects require different optimal electrode locations (some electrode locations might not be as suitable as it is expected to be for some subjects). Considering the suggested difficulties in the recorded signal, it is necessary to investigate ways for focusing the classification toward regions (in feature-time space) during which the subject might have better concentration on the task. In [1] , several sub-windowing and overlapping ideas are investigated in which, it is suggested that there is a relation between the length of sub-windows (in terms of time duration) and the impact of having extra samples for training the classifier. The study was conducted on 2.5s super epoch on 2 imaginary classes of left and right hand/foot. The study used BCI competition III dataset IVa [2] and omitted the first and last 0.5s of the 3.5s super-epochs claiming that these segments are representing the prior and post transition modes during which the subject is getting ready to perform the task or starting to loose the required state due to getting close to the end of the trial. The experimental results of sub-windowing (sub-epoching) indicated that for this dataset, 0.5s can be considered as minimum effective sub-window size while longer window sizes (in terms of time duration) showed better performance. The overlapping experiment illustrate the possibility of improving the classification performance by the use of overlapping sub-epochs (25% and 50% overlapping ratios were used). In addition, the 10% and 30% fragments of overlapping windows (10% or 30% of the total number of overlapping windows generated by either 25% or 50% overlapping ratios) originated from beginning, middle or end segments of the sub-epochs showed the possibility of achieving a reliable classification by some degree of accuracy lost. That is it is possible to achieve to some degree of classification performance by minimum lost of bookmaker (approximately 0.05 bookmaker) by reducing up to 70% of the overlapping sub-epochs and only using up to 30% of the remaining overlapping sub-epochs that are originated from segments of interest (beginning, middle, and end of sub-epoch).
In [3] , the same dataset is used to investigate the potential of different segments of the super-epoch .To do so, the considered 2.5s super-epoch structure used in [1] is compared with the whole 3.5s super-epoch through some experiments conducted on non-overlapping sub-epochs. The results confirm the claim of 0.5s sub-epoch to be considered as the threshold in terms of window size for this dataset. In addition, it was confirmed that the first couple of sub-epochs in each super-epoch have minimum contribution on classification performance while the last couple of sub-epochs in each super-epoch showed some degree of value in terms of contributing to classification. The study further investigated the potential of various segments of sub-epochs by providing a comparison between the use of the entire super-epochs and some fragment of the signal selected and replicated based on some predefine ratios (10%, 30% and 50% of total number of non-overlapping sub-epochs originated from the same super-epoch) that were isolated from regions of interest (beginning, middle and end of the super-epoch). The results indicate the potential of middle and end segments of super-epoch (specially in 3.5s super-epoch) while the beginning segment showed minimum contribution compare to the rest. Even though the possibility of achieving performance from regions of interest in the absence of other regions might be interesting, it is arguable that the decision of only using an specific segment of the signal for training purposes and omitting the rest might cause the loss of some important data points.
In this study, the experiment based on the replication of segments of interest conducted in [3] is further evaluated by biasing the sub-epochs in a way that regions of interest have higher contribution in the signal compare to other segments. Similar to previous studies, BCI competition III dataset IVa [2] is used with frequency features. The dataset contain EEG recording of 5 healthy subjects performing motor imagery tasks of right hand and left foot based on a randomly presented visual cue over 280 trials. Two set of datasets are considered based on using the whole 3.5s as super-epoch and only using the middle 2.5s as super-epoch. That is to further evaluate the potential of 2.5s super-epoch in addition to provide consistency with the previous studies [1] , [3] , [4] . The datasets contain EEG recording from 118 channels for 2.5s/3.5s over 280 trials/super-epochs with 1000Hz sample rate. Similar to previous studies, the dataset is Demeaned and Common Average Referencing is applied (CARD1000Hz notation used in following sections refers to the demeaning and common average referencing as pre-processing stages and 1000Hz indicate the sample rate). Frequency features are extracted and a modified perceptron with early stopping and learning rate of 1 is used as classifier. The early stopping is designed in a way to stop the training and return the last best weights found whenever the accuracy stopped improving for some number of iterations. 10 repetition of k-fold Cross Validation (CV) with k=20 is used in all experiments. The Bookmaker Informedness [5] , [6] , [7] is used to evaluate the classification performance. Lilli-test and Anova are used for testing the significant.
II. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

A. Biasing the Non-Overlapping windows: Experiment 1 (Non-Overlapping Biasing)
Despite the fact that experiments conducted in our previous studies [1] , [3] indicate the possibility of reaching to similar classification performance using lower portions of super-epoch originated mainly from time-periods during which we expect the subject to have better concentration toward the task, omitting the rest of the signal can result in loosing some key point features that their use might be advantageous for the classifier. To address such an issue a set of experiments is conducted featuring a biasing approach in which regions of interest within a super-epoch have higher presents/replication in compare to the rest. To provide consistency with previous sections, three segments of the beginning, the middle and the end are considered. The biasing is done by dividing the superepoch to 5 segments of B1,B2,M,E2,E1 and the biasing is implemented in a way that the regions of interest receive the highest level of replication, the nearby regions receive lower replication portion and other regions do not get to replicate themselves. As an example, using 0.5s sub-windows in 2.5s super-epoch generates 5 sub-epochs within the superepoch indexed from 1 to 5. Therefore, B1,B2,M,E2,E1 can be considered as follows: for percentage=50%, p = (50% * 5) ≈ 3. The new set would be generated using following criterion:
where p(x) and 2p(x) represent p and 2*p times replicated versions of segment x respectively. Early, Mid, and End bias represent biasing toward the beginning, biasing toward the middle, and biasing toward the end respectively. In the CARD100Hz0.5s5*280 signal with 2.5s super-epoch, the resulting set within each super-epoch for 50% biasing would be as follow:
Early, Mid, and End bias represent biasing toward the beginning, biasing toward the middle, and biasing toward the end respectively. The final set of sub-epochs (outputs of biasing Fig. 1 . Averaged results across various time windows, comparing biased and non-biased sub-epochs using CARD1000Hz with 10%, 30%, or 50% of the total sub-epochs from 2.5s super-epoch using perceptron with early stopping (experiment 1a) function) are shuffled within each super-epoch to prevent adaptation during the training.
Experiment 1a -biasing signal toward segments of interest in 2.5s super-epoch signal: Fig 1 and 2 illustrate the impact of biasing toward regions of interest in different time windows (0.8s to 0.3s) across different subjects. Similar to experiment 2, three regions of beginning, middle and end are investigated with various percentages of biasing (10%, 30% and 50%).
The results indicate the possibility of improving the classification performance by the use of biased sub-epochs that have higher concentrations toward regions of interest. In the experiment, instances with higher percentages of biasing improved the classification performance. That might be due to providing higher number of training instances. Similar to previous experiments, the middle and in some cases the end segments showed more promising results in compare with the beginning segments and performed better than non-biased The comparison results of biased and non-biased signal on CARD1000Hz with 10%, 30%, or 50% of the total sub-epochs from 2.5s super-epoch using perceptron with early stopping (experiment 1a) signal (exception is 0.8s in subject ay and 0.5s in subject aa).
The results indicate significant for p < 0.07 between biased and non-biased signal, for p < 0.06 between biased and 25% standard overlapping sub-epochs and for p < 0.05 between biased and 50% and 75% standard overlapping sub-epochs. Experiment 1b -biasing signal toward segments of interest in 3.5s super-epoch signal: Fig 3 and 4 replicate experiment 3a on a signal with the 3.5s super-epoch. Similar to the results in experiment 3a, biased super-epoch toward the middle received better classification performance compare to other segments and also the non-biased super-epoch.The best overall performance in each subject acquired among instances with higher percentage of biasing. In all cases the biased superepoch outperformed the non-biased super-epoch, even with low biasing percentage (0.8s and 0.6s in subject aa in which non-biased version performed better than 10% biasing are the exceptions).
The results indicate significant for p < 0.05 between biased and non-biased signal, between biased and 25% standard overlapping sub-epochs and for p < 10 * −37 between biased and 50% and 75% standard overlapping sub-epochs.
B. Biasing on Overlapping windows: Experiment 2 (Triangular Overlapping)
Considering the previous study in [1] in which the impact of various time windowing (sub-epoching) and overlapping ratios on classification performance were investigated, and also the possible benefits of having higher instances of sub-epochs that Fig. 3 . Averaged results across various time windows, comparing biased and non-biased sub-epochs using CARD1000Hz with 10%, 30%, or 50% of the total sub-epochs from 3.5s super-epoch using perceptron with early stopping (experiment 1b) represent regions of interest through either replication ( [3] ) or biasing (experiment II-A), we investigated the possibility of extending the biasing idea toward creating overlapping windows that are biased toward specific times in the signal (beginning, middle and end). An instance of this procedure is illustrated in Fig 5 and 6 using 0.3s windows with 25% overlapping windows over 3.5s super-epochs on a signal with 1000Hz sample rate. In Fig. 5 , 25% standard overlapping is demonstrated using blue rectangles. Since the overlapping toward the beginning is symmetric to Fig. 5 it is omitted. The procedure for overlapping toward the beginning (or end) is done by repeatedly creating non-overlapping sub-epochs from an starting offset defined based on overlapping percentage and later on merge them together based on their starting offsets. In triangular toward the middle, the super-epoch is approximately divided to half and the procedure for triangular overlapping toward the end and the beginning is performed for first and second halves respectively.
Due to the fact that triangular overlapping creates higher numbers of sub-epochs in comparison with standard overlapping methods, in the following figures the comparison between triangular and standard overlapping methods is made using results gathered from 25% triangular overlapping, and various percentages of standard overlapping(25%, 50%, and 75%). To better clarify the difference between standard and triangular overlapping in terms of the number of generated overlapped sub-epochs, a 0.3s overlapping is considered. Assuming that the original signal contains a 3.5s window and it is desired to create 0.3s overlapping sub-epochs, 25%, 50%, and 75% standard overlapping generates 15, 22, and 43 overlapped sub-epochs respectively (within each 3.5s super-epoch) while 25% triangular overlapping toward the beginning, the middle and the end generates 73, 60, and 73 overlapping sub-epochs respectively.
Comparison results among non-overlapping windows vs. standard overlapped windows (with 25%, 50% and 75% overlapping ratios) vs. 25% triangular overlapping window is illustrated in Fig. 7 and 8.
The results in Fig. 8 depict the possibility of reaching higher classification performance using overlapping windows that are focused/biased toward specific fragments of time in the signal during which the subject is expected to have higher concentration on the task. The results indicate that 25% triangular overlapping (biased overlapping method) in most cases performed better than all tested standard overlapping ratios (the exception is 0.3s and 0.5s in subject av). The middle and the end segments performed better than the beginning segments in triangular overlapping experiment (with subject ay being the exception).
The results indicate significant for p < 10 −19 between triangular overlapping, standard overlapping, and non-overlapping non-biased sub-epochs. 
III. CONCLUSION
This study is following some set of experiments conducted in [1] , [3] to investigate the contribution level of a super-epoch. The study is focused on training the classifier in a way to have higher concentration toward the regions (time durations) that we assume the subject had a better focus on the task. This is done by providing some bias toward segments of interest while maintaining the other segments in overlapping and nonoverlapping sub-epochs. The results indicate the importance of middle segments and existing potential in the end segment. Biased overlapping signal (triangular overlapping) with higher concentration toward the middle segments of the super-epoch achieved to the highest performance in most cases. It is not clear if the achieved performance is due to having higher number of training samples caused by triangular overlapping or due to focusing toward segments of time that it is more likely for the subject to reach the desired state of mind. This is with the consideration of difference between the total number of overlapping sub-epochs generated by triangular overlapping toward middle and other two regions (Triangular overlapping toward the beginning and the end generates higher number of overlapping windows in compare with triangular overlapping toward the middle). 
